
Feldman Chapter 9

The high school curriculum
Is there a basis for selection of repertoire?



How do we select appropriate music?

✤ Marketing?!

✤ Free cds?!

✤ What other directors say?!

✤ Certain publishing house new music reading days?!

✤ Relevance to what students are listening to on their own?



Feldman says appropriate 
repertoire does the following:

✤ Provides the means to learn essential concepts!

✤ Keeps the ensemble engaged, which reinforces 
classroom management!

✤ Gives the ensemble a chance to perform successfully, 
which in turn improves motivation and morale!

✤ Offers a vehicle to perform art. (Quality, Significance)



What makes literature significant?

✤ The recognition of connoisseurs (experts in this area)!

✤ University and Professional Directors!

✤ Time-honored!

✤ Listed on many State Lists!

✤ Included in books on the subject (Teaching Music 
Through Performance in Band (Orchestra).)



Ostling’s criteria for quality

1.Has form (balance of repetition and contrast), reflecting conscious 
choice of shape and design!

2.Reflects craftsmanship in orchestration, balance between 
transparent and tutti!

3.Not overly predictable or obvious in its progression from start to 
finish!

4.Consistent quality throughout



Ostling’s criteria for quality

5.Consistent in style!

6.Reflects ingenuity in its development!

7.Genuine in idiom (a march is a march)!

8.Reflects musical validity



Developing a core curriculum

✤ Analogous to the Gen Ed curriculum in our liberal arts university!
✤ Use significant literature as the core - why?!

✤ This doesn’t mean that pop and other “non-significant” literature 
can’t be used!

✤ Each main unit (concert) should  have a focus on significant 
literature!

✤ You will need to decide if you will integrate pop music into all 
concerts or have separate pops concerts!

✤ How do we bring audiences to the next level to appreciate 
“serious” and longer works of art?



Developing a core curriculum

✤ We have high school students for 4 years!
✤ Avoid repeating individual pieces during this time!
✤ Style periods are one of the best ways to develop your curriculum!

✤ Without this “template” you can easily fall into the habit of 
doing only one or two types of significant literature each 
year...ones that have styles that you are most familiar with or 
work best with your ensemble.!

✤ See page 142 in text for styles and techniques we can 
use...incorporating “Comprehensive Musicianship.” 



Sample three-year high school 
band core curriculum



Program/selection notes



Rehearsal notes



Educational notes



Concert & rehearsal programming

✤ Opener - faster tempo, more tutti, not long!
✤ Main work - longer, significant literature!
✤ A feature work - soloist(s) etc.!
✤ Lighter - maybe after intermission, several short works!
✤ Closer - most powerful, not long, ends strong



Discussion Questions

✤ Is there, like Ostling argues, such a thing as “quality” in music or 
is all musical quality just “beauty in the eye of the beholder?”!

✤ Faced with a musical choice between a piece that you think has 
less “aesthetic” quality but, because it relies on lots of tutti 
homophonic sections, your ensemble could play it well, and one 
that is a “better” selection artistically, but some of your ensemble 
members would struggle with solo parts, which would you 
select and why?!

✤ Is it important for you as director to like (love) every piece that 
you program?


